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Tips from our successful Sixth Form students
“I really find it useful to look back in my
book at past questions I have completed. I
know that in history every homework
assignment could be an actual question.
The pink bits show when I have wrote
something really well –good enough to
include in the real exam. Where I see green
then I know I need to improve the content
and the way I have structured the
sentence”.
(George Storey)

“I personally make my own revision
summary books for each topic a while
before the exam. Then closer to the exam I
copy these up into revision posters and have
these on my walls. The night before the
exam I always highlight my notes and read
them back to myself”

“I believe the structure we use in
Geography is really useful as it gives you
clear steps to follow so you know you're
hitting all the criteria needed in the mark
scheme, this also helps to speed up your
writing. The timings in Geography are quite
harsh. It's really important to practise
writing under pressure because you need
to make sure you can fit in all the
knowledge you've learnt in a short space of
time.”
(Matt Slack)

“For my GCSE revision, I did multiple mock
test papers…..I structured my revision so that
after each test paper I sat, I had a break.”
(George Atkin -Hill)

(Natasha Martin)

“Prioritse the areas where you know your
knowledge is the weakest and learn the key
points from the mark schemes. Revision does
not have to be a long and boring process”
“I would test myself on the content from my
revision guide and class workbook. I would
mark the test, identify the areas I was
weakest on and then test myself again”
(Lydia Woolley)

(Sam Jones)

